[Sensitivity, specificity, and impact on the surgical strategy of the perioperative neuromonitoring of somatic evoked potentials in vascular surgery performed with circulatory arrest under deep hypothermia].
Median nerve somatosensory evoked potentials (SEP) monitoring performed in deep hypothermic circulatory arrest is useful in determining when brain cooling may sufficiently permit circulatory arrest, and to immediately indicate when brain injury occurs. The aim of this retrospective study, including 58 patients, is to determine SEP sensitivity, specificity and impact on the surgical strategy. Sensitivity was determined on patients presenting new neurological complications. Specificity was measured on the patients without any new neurological defect. The impact of intraoperative SEP on the surgical strategy was determined when the occurrence of SEP alterations had provoked a modification of the surgical procedure. Five patients died intraoperatively due to non-neurological complications. Fourteen patients presented new neurological complications. SEP sensitivity reaches 64.3% when all the complications are included, but increases to 100% in our series if late postoperative complications, paraplegia and tibial posterior nerve lesion are excluded because median nerve SEP are not able to detect such complications. SEP monitoring was uneventful in the 39 patients whose did not present neurological complication: thus SEP specificity is absolute in our series. SEP had an impact on the surgical procedure whenever neurological complications due to hemodynamic disturbances occurred. This retrospective study shows the interest of intraoperative SEP as an useful tool for promptly identifying and preventing the neurological complication of hypothermic circulatory arrest.